Standoff annotation, that is, the separation of primary data and markup, can be an interesting option to annotate web pages since it does not demand the removal of annotations already present in web pages. We will present a standoff serialization that allows for annotating wellformed web pages with multiple annotation layers in a single instance, easing processing and analyzing of the data.
Introduction
Using web pages as primary data for linguistic corpora often includes the procedure of cleaning and normalizing the files. Tools such as POS taggers and linguistic parsers often require the input data to be raw text, that is, without any markup at all. In addition, adding markup layers on top of an already annotated file (such as an XHTML page) often results in markup overlaps -violating XML's wellformedness constraints (Bray et al., 2008) . 1 Since the original version of the web page is the origin of every further processing, we save this version unaltered. We call this version the "raw data". As a next step we create a primary data file containing all textual information but no annotation as input for the before-mentioned linguistic processing tools. 2 Every output of a processing step is stored in a separate folder, making each step of the pipeline reproducible. However, if we want to compare multiple annotation layers, it is preferable to not have to deal with a couple of files stored in a large number of folders. To combine both the original HTML annotation and additional 1 The discussion of this issue goes back to the days of SGML, including a large number of proposals for supporting overlapping markup not cited here due to space restrictions. 2 Of course, this is only necessary, if the tool in question does not support pre-annotated input files.
annotation layers, standoff annotation can be an interesting option.
Standoff annotation
Standoff annotation is the separation of primary data and markup. The concept as such is not new at all, and there are several reasons to use this approach such as read-only primary data (which is the case as well when dealing with nontextual data) or copyright restrictions. Stühren-berg and Jettka (2009) discuss some existing serialization formats, including XStandoff (XSF), which we will use in this paper to demonstrate its ability to process pre-annotated documents. An XStandoff instance roughly consists of the corpusData root element, underneath zero or more primaryData elements, a segmentation, and an annotation element can occur, amongst others -see Figure 1 for a graphical overview. The two latter elements define two base constructs of standoff annotation formats: (1) the identification of regions of primary data (called segments in XStandoff) used as anchors for one or more annotations, and (2) the way in which annotations are stored.
Segmentation
In case of textual primary data such as web pages, segments can be identified by delimiting the character stream by means of tokenization methods (for example by splitting text into a stream of characters).
The serialization in XStandoff can be seen below. In this example, we have selected the character span ranging from "0" to "4", resulting in the selection of the word "This". 3 <segment xml:id="seg_text1" primaryData="txt" type=" char" start="0" end="4"/>
Since web pages consists of (Unicode) characters as well, it is possible to treat the markup as part of the character stream and in fact, this was the only way to segment primary data in XStandoff version 1 (and its predecessor SGF). However, this mechanism can be error-prone when using pre-annotated primary data because of the white space handling in XML. In this case, it is more promising to use the element node tree of an existing annotation as an initial traversal for the selection of the respective textual part. As an example we use a (valid) XHTML file, from which the first div element is selected by using an XPath 2.0 (Berglund et al., 2010) expression (the example can be seen in Listing 1 in Section 2.2). 4 <segment xml:id="seg_html1" primaryData="pd1" target ="xhtml:html/xhtml:body/xhtml:
This approach is limited to work on XML instances only, that is, documents that are at least well-formed according to the XML specification, including XHTML files and those HTML5 pages that use the XHTML syntax, see Chapter 9 of the HTML5 spec (Berjon et al., 2014) . Since the larger part of the World Wide Web does not fulfill this requirement, tools such as TagSoup 5 or HTML Tidy 6 can be used to pre-process those web 3 The optional primaryData attribute's value refers to the corresponding primary data file via XML ID/IDREF identity constraints ((in case of multiple primary data filesin the example to the id "txt", not via a URI. It does not provide any hint about its MIME type, this information is stored in the respective primaryData element shown in Listing 2. 4 Apart from XPath, the XPointer specification defined in DeRose et al. (2002a; 2002b) and used in XCES (see (Ide et al., 2000) and Section 5) would be another option. However, since XPointer support is very sparse, XPath is a more natural fit. 5 See http://ccil.org/˜cowan/XML/XML/ tagsoup/ for further details. 6 See http://tidy.sourceforge.net/ for further details.
pages. This cleaning process is less aggressive since in most cases it only results in changes of the structural markup and since we have already saved the file in its original form, destructive changes can be detected afterwards.
Annotations
Standoff annotations may be stored in the same or a different file. XStandoff, as an integrated serialization format, not only combines segmentation and all annotation layers in a single instance, but sticks as close as possible to the original inline annotation format. Element and attribute names remain unchanged as well as the tree-like structure of the element nodes. Textual element content is deleted since it can be referenced via the corresponding segment, and additional attributes are added. The converted annotation layer is stored underneath one of XStandoff's layer elements. 7 The document grammar (defined by an XSD 1.1 schema file) does not require the subtree underneath the layer element to be valid (by using the value lax for the processContents attribute of the xs:any element wildcard), but is has to meet the well-formedness constraints defined in the XML specification.
Using the simple XHTML page shown in Listing 1 as primary data, we can select parts of the sentence with XPath 2.0 expressionsfor example, the noun phrase (and the pronoun) "This" is selected by the expression xhtml:html/xhtml:body/substring(xhtml:div[1],1,4) using the substring() function (Malhotra et al., 2010) .
Listing 1: Example XHTML page <html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> <head><title>Instance</title></head> <body><div>This is a word.</div></body> </html> Listing 2 shows the XStandoff instance using this XHTML page as primary data. As an annotation layer, we have added a partial POS annotation (including sentence boundary detection).
Listing 2: XStandoff instance with XHTML primary data and POS annotation <corpusData xml:id="c1" xmlns="http://www.xstandoff.
net/2009/xstandoff/1.1" xmlns:xsf="http://www.xstandoff.net/2009/xstandoff /1.1"> <primaryData xml:id="p1"> <primaryDataRef uri="instance.html" mimeType=" application/xhtml+xml" encoding="utf-8"/> </primaryData> <segmentation> <segment xml:id="seg1" target="xhtml:html/ xhtml:body/xhtml:div[1]"/> <segment xml:id="seg2" target="xhtml:html/ xhtml:body/substring(xhtml:div[1],1,4)"/> <!--[...] --> </segmentation> <annotation> <level xml:id="pos"> <layer> <s xmlns="http://www.xstandoff.net/pos" xsf:segment="seg1"> <np xsf:segment="seg2"> <pron xsf:segment="seg2"/> </np> <!--[...] --> </s> </layer> </level> </annotation> </corpusData> Additional annotation levels and layers (see Witt (2004) for a discussion about the distinction of levels and layers) can be added any time. Since XStandoff supports not only multiple annotation layers but multiple primary data files as well, there are two alternative XSF representations possible, if we extract the written text from the XHTML file and use it as primary data file: (1) The TXT file is used as additional primary data file (and serves as input for other linguistic annotation tools, see Listing 3); (2) the TXT file serves as the single primary data file and both the XHTML and the POS annotation are stored as annotation levels and layers. For the second option it is again necessary to pre-process the XHTML file with the already mentioned tools.
Listing 3: XStandoff instance with two primary data files and POS annotation <corpusData xml:id="c1" xmlns="http://www.xstandoff.
net/2009/xstandoff/1.1" xmlns:xsf="http://www.xstandoff.net/2009/xstandoff /1.1"> <primaryData xml:id="p1"> <primaryDataRef uri="instance.html" mimeType=" application/xhtml+xml" encoding="utf-8"/> </primaryData> <primaryData xml:id="txt"> <primaryDataRef uri="instance.txt" mimeType="text /plain" encoding="utf-8"/> </primaryData> <segmentation> <segment xml:id="seg1" primaryData="p1" target=" xhtml:html/xhtml:body/xhtml:div[1]"/> <segment xml:id="seg2" primaryData="p1" target=" xhtml:html/xhtml:body/substring(xhtml:div [1],1,4)"/> <!--[...] --> <segment xml:id="seg_txt1" primaryData="txt" start="0" end="4"/> </segmentation> <annotation> <level xml:id="pos"> <layer> <s xmlns="http://www.xstandoff.net/pos" xsf:segment="seg1"> <np xsf:segment="seg2"> <pron xsf:segment="seg2 seg_txt1"/> </np> <!--[...] --> </s> </layer> </level> </annotation> </corpusData> 
Creating XStandoff instances
It it cumbersome to create XStandoff instances by hand due to its separation of primary data and annotation. In addition, most annotation tools create inline instances and can only use raw text as input files. Therefore, we have created a set of XSLT 2.0 transformation stylesheets (the XStandoff Toolkit) that allow for the easy conversion between an inline XML instance (containing a single annotation layer) to a single-layered XStandoff instance, and the merging of XStandoff instances over the very same primary data. The XSLT stylesheet inline2xsf requires an input XML file ideally containing elements bound by XML namespaces since XStandoff uses XML namespaces for the layer separation (if no namespace is present, it will be generated). The process of converting an inline annotation to XSF is divided into two steps: After segments are built on the basis of the elements and the character stream of the underlying primary data, the annotation layer is produced by converting the former inline annotation and linking its elements to the according segments by ID/IDREF binding.
After at least two inline annotations have been transformed to single-layered XStandoff instances, it is possible to merge those into a single file. Due to the frequent use of the ID/IDREF mechanism in XStandoff for establishing connections between segment elements and the corresponding annotation, manually merging of XStandoff files is quite unpromising. The mergeXSF XSLT stylesheet converts two XSF instances into a single one containing the annotation levels (or layers) from both input files and normalizing the corresponding segments. 8 The merge process leads to a complete reorganization of the segment list making it necessary to update the segment references of the elements in the XStandoff annotation layers. All that is done by applying the mergeXSF script.
Other stylesheets allow for the extraction and removal of single annotation layers, or a quick overview of overlapping annotations -see Stührenberg and Jettka (2009) for a detailed discussion. The current version of the stylesheet only supports the merging of two single XStandoff files at a time, additional files have to be merged successively. However, there is a web-based solution that uses the native XML database BaseX 9 as backend as well as a Java GUI that eases bulk transformation, merging and analyzing XStandoff instances.
In , different visualization options for concurrent markup (for example, the underlying XHTML annotation and one or more linguistic annotation layers) based on XStandoff are discussed, including newer web technologies such as WebGL for a threedimensional visualization of overlapping subtrees. Although the examples given in this paper are quite short, Piez (2010; 2012) has already shown that the underlying concept is capable of visualizing larger instances (such as whole books) as well.
The full version of the XStandoff Toolkit can be obtained at XStandoff's website 10 , although up to now it has not been adapted to support the additional segmentation mechanism for valid XHTML files described in Section 2.1. 8 Especially this normalization can be problematic: On the one hand, there are segments spanning over the same string of the primary data (but with distinct IDs) that have to be replaced by a single segment element in the output instance. On the other hand, there are two segments with the same ID spanning over different character positions that have to get new unique IDs.
Using XStandoff
The format as such has been successfully used in various projects for different purposes, such as storage format for multiple annotated corpora as part of an semi-automatic anaphora resolution , import/-export serialization of the web-based annotation tool Serengeti (Diewald et al., 2008; Poesio et al., 2011) , and as annotation format for lexical chains (Waltinger et al., 2008) , amongst others. Due to the fact, that the newly introduced segmentation for pre-annotated and multimodal primary data (Stührenberg, 2013) are still under development, XStandoff has not been used for larger web corpora yet.
Regarding the size of an XStandoff instance with multiple annotation layers compared to a number of inline annotation instances, it is hard to make a general expression about the increase/decrease in size. On the one hand, an XStandoff instance usually does not include the primary data (resulting in a smaller file size), on the other hand the meta information included in an XSF instance such as the additional segmentation mechanism add to the overall file size. Single heavily annotated XSF instances can take up to multiple megabytes in size, however, there have not been any problems to process these files with standard XML tools such as XSLT and XQuery. Densely annotated texts benefit from the fact that segments over a defined text span (or XHTML subtree) are only instantiated once, resulting in a state of processing in which additional annotation layer do only add very few if any segment elements to the resulting XStandoff instance. As a rule of thumb, it is highly recommended to use native XML databases such as the already-mentioned BaseX or eXist 11 as storage backends for analyzing large corpora. of the format: The partial document grammar in the ISO standard differs from the one that is available at its web site 12 while the first release of the GrAF-annotated Manually Annotated Sub-Corpus (MASC) 13 again uses different element and attribute names.
Another issue is that the standard is quite indifferent in terms of the segmentation over the primary data. While anchors are defined via string values, the standard states that, " [a] pplications are expected to know how to parse the string representation of an anchor into a location in the artifact being annotated" (Table 3 , in the standard document). Although pre-annotated primary data is supported 14 , one either may include markup as part of the character stream when referring to character positions, or use a combination of an XPath 2.0 expression to select the element containing the text, and an offset to select the corresponding part of the character string (see Section 3.3.4 of the standard) -XPath 2.0's substring() function shown in Listing 2 is not used.
Concerning the annotation itself, GrAF uses a feature structure format that resembles the serialization standardized in ISO 24610-1 and Chapter 18 of the TEI P5 (Burnard and Bauman, 2014) . Converting existing annotation into this format can be considered as a more complex task and the resulting subtrees may become quite large (see Stegmann and Witt (2009) for a discussion of TEI feature structures as serialization for multiple annotated XML instances).
Conclusion and future development
Standoff annotation can be a valuable means in annotating web corpora, especially when combined with a strict policy of storing both the raw data and the primary data as non-altered files. With its segmentation mechanism supporting XPath 2.0 expressions, XStandoff can use only slightly processed XHTML pages together with their respective annotation layers, allowing for less destructive cleaning of web pages.
Since the segmentation mechanism discussed in this paper have been added to XStandoff only recently, non-textual primary data is not yet supported by the current version of the XStandoff Toolkit. Although it is much easier to identify the respective subtrees of valid XHTML pages (for example by using XPath visualization and/or selection tools such as the one included in the oXygen XML Editor 15 ) compared to computing character positions, an automatic instantiation of segments is preferred. We plan to include the segmentation over pre-annotated files in one of the next iterations of the XStandoff Toolkit.
